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abstract
In many instances, comparisons between nonplateau and plateau honed surfaces have
been made simply by testing a conventional honed surface against the same surface
after plateau honing. In this study, conventional surfaces are tested against a plateauhoned surface of comparable overall roughness. The surfaces were produced using a
reliable honing process which could be duplicated in a production environment. Oil
consumption was found to be directly proportional to roughness and ring wear was
found to be inversely proportional to roughness. The results of the test are to be used in
selection of an ideal surface for the application.
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Introduction
The benefits of plateau honing have been touted for many years without significant
practical evid’encefor support. In many cases, comparisonsbetween non-plateau and
plateau honed surfaceshave been made simply by testing a conventional honed surface
against the same surface after plateau honing. In these cases, the overall roughness of
the conventional (non-plateau) surface was reduced after plateau honing; so to some
extent, a rough surface is being compared to a smoother surface. It is difficult
(probably impossible) to differentiate between the effects do to the reduction of
roughnessand what effects are due to the “plateauing”. To test the relative merits of
plateau honing, a conventional surface must be tested against a plateau honed surface of
comparable overall roughness.
Plateau honed surfacescan be characterizedby two general “parameters”. 1) The
symmetry or shapeof the surface describesthe relative degree of plateauing or
“Plateauness’.”This is most easily visualized using the Bearing Area Curve (BAC). 2)
The magnitude or roughnessof the surface can be described using a number of
standardizedparameters. The most common are Ra, Rtm (Rz DIN) and R3z.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to test the effects of plateau honing on various
performance characteristics- blowby, ring wear, liner wear, oil economy. The surfaces
were to be produced using a reliable honing process which could be duplicated in a
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production environment. The results of the test are to be used in selection of an ideal
surface for an engine application.
Test Equipment
A 7.6L 16 diesel engine was chosenas the test engine. The test liners were hardened
(42-52 Rc) grey iron wet liners. The ring pack consistedof a Plasma, barrel-face,
Keystone top ring, a taper-face, Keystone second ring and a chrome plate, 86 Type,
two piece oil ring. In each case, only the liner and piston/ring assemblywere changed
to minimize the effect of replacementparts inducing “noise” in the test results.
A Micromatic 3MVH Modular Hone was used to hone the liners in a Microgrip@ air
bladder collet type fixture. Metal bonded diamond abrasiveswere used with a water
base, full synthetic coolant. The processconsisted of rough honing and either finish
(conventional) or plateau honing to desired finish. The stock removal and rates, were
typical of many current (high volume) automotive applications.
Test Design
The initial test design criteria were a 2X2 Factorial design (Taguchi test) and one
replication. With this design we have 2 factors to test and 2 levels at which to test each
factor yielding 4 different tests or treatments (fig. l&2). Since the liners were to be
tested in a 6 cylinder engine, 6 liners were required for each of the four treatments for a
total of 48 liners for the initial test and one replication.

,

2X2 Factorial
Factor
1 level 1
hi
1 (Roughness)
2 (Plateauness)
hi

1 level 2
lo
lo

fig. 1

4 Treatments
11
fig. 2

The next step was to devise a meansof quantifying the factors of interest - roughness
and plateauness. Rk was chosen as the measureof roughnessand Rvk/Rk was chosen
as the measurefor plateauness. Alternative measuresof plateaunessare the Rsk or
skewnessparameter, R3z/Rpm, Rtm/Rpm, Ra/Rk and a number of others. The goal
was to be able to change the magnitude of the roughnesswithout changing the general
shape of the bearing area curve. This is quite easily done in the case of the
conventional honed surface but not so with the plateau honed surface.
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The Rvk/Rk ratio for conventional honed surfaceswas found to be approx. 1 and a
RvWRk ratio of approx. 3 was found to describe a distinct plateau honed surface. The
current automotive and diesel engine industries were surveyed to establish levels for the
roughness (Rk). It is interesting that within each of these industries, roughnessvalues
on seemingly similar engines can differ by a factor of 5. Target levels of 30 and 90pin
Rk (10 and 30lAinRa respectively for non-plateau) were selectedfor the test. The
actual values (averages)for the finished liners are tabulated below.
Parameter Selection

~~
fig. 3

Figure 9 shows example profiles for each of the four test groups and figure 10 shows
examples of the BACs (and ADFs). Figures 11 and 12 show how the roughnesswas
changed while keeping the plateaunessconstant. In both cases,the vertical scaling of
the smoother surface (on the left) is magnified approx. 3 times greater than the rougher
surface. Note that in both cases,the BACs appear nearly identical. The profiles differ,
mainly becausethe horizontal scale was not magnified accordingly.
The engine test cycle (fig. 4) was repeated 8 times for a total of 192 hours. Testing on
select groups of liners was to resume after reviewing the results of the first 192 hours.
Condition
1
2
3
4
5
6

Engine Test Cvcle
RPM
Power
1600
100%
2400
2400
2400
90%
2400
50%
2400
10%

Time (hrs)
4

4
4
4

fig. 4

Liner Wear
After completing 192 hours of running, the liners were removed and visually inspected.
No evidence of scuffing or other damage was observed. Figures 13 thru 16 show
surface profile tracings at the top and bottom of the ring travel area at 4 positions (0”)
90”, 180”, 270”). Note the deep grooves or steps (top and bottom) corresponding to
the reversal points of the rings. This wear is in addition to the “normal” wear
experiencedin the middle of the ring travel area. It is theorized that these steps are the
result of insufficient hydrodynamic lubrication when the ring velocity drops to zero as
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they reverse direction. The step at the top corresponding to the top ring TDC reversal
point is (in all cases)significantly larger than the other steps. This additional wear is
likely due to the added loads of the combustion process and an extreme lack of
lubricating oil.

Radial Liner Wear

fig. 5

The top ring TDC reversal step was used to quantify liner wear for this test. This step
was measuredon all liners and the average for each group is plotted for comparison in
figure 5. The F and Rho% tables in figure 17 shows that both the roughnessand
plateaunesswere significant factors; however, the relatively high Rho% error makes
drawing conclusions about the relationships difficult. Note that the Rho% error is
greater than the Rho% roughnesscontribution.
Ring Wear
The radial ring wear was measuredusing the end gap clearance method. This wear is
plotted in figure 6 along with the liner wear, forming the total radial system wear. The
ring wear clearly comprises a majority of the total wear. The F table in figure 16
shows that the roughnesswas the main contributing factor in the ring weac with
plateaunessmaking little or no contribution. The data here suggeststhat the ring wear
is inversely related to liner roughness. This may seem to go against intuition but a
possible explanation may be that a rougher surface acts softer or is more easily worn by
the ring.
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Oil Consumption
The oil consumption (averaged over entire test) is presentedin the figure 7 below. It is
not surprising that the liners of group 3 registered the highest oil consumption, with
their relatively large oil retention grooves. Group 4 had the second highest oil
consumption. This can probably be attributed to the higher overall roughness
magnitude since the roughnesswas the most significant factor. The plateaunessand the
interaction between the two factors also made a significant contribution to the oil
consumption. It is surprising that there is such a small difference between the oil
consumption of groups 1 and 2 despite the relatively large difference between them.

lb/HP-hr

Oil Consumption

ng. I

Blowby
The F table shows that blowby was not significantly impacted by the test parameters.
Most of the blow-by is likely due to geometry or form error rather than the surface
texture. Since all the liners tested had a cylindricity of around 8pm we would expect
no difference in the blowby.
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Conclusions
The reader is reminded that these results have been gathered after only 192 hours of
engine testing. The results may change radically after 500 and 1000 hours of running.
The most significant conclusion which can be drawn here is that oil consumption is
proportional to surface roughness. There is also evidence that the rougher surfaces
produce less ring wear. This may be a key to the fact that historically, rougher surfaces
tend to be more durable. The liner wear measurementsproved inconclusive since the
Rho% error term was relatively high. Different measurementtechniquesare being
evaluated to reduce this error. We can expect these results to become more reliable
after 500 and 1000 hours of testing.
Additional Notes
In addition the profiles, traces were made in the middle of the ring travel area, with a
specially developed surface finish analysis system. Figures 18 thru 21 show the
profiles, ADFs and BACs of one liner from each group, before and after testing. The
bearing surface which the rings create can clearly be seenas a flat spot in the BAC (see
fig. 22). If the BACs before and after testing are overlaid as in figure 23, the actual
volume of material removed from the surface can be measured. This volume
measurementmethod is currently under development and may offer an extremely
accurate method of quantifying small amounts of wear. For our purposed here, radial
measurementswere made at 5 %tp to eliminate the effects of random peaks and keep the
measurementin units of radial wear. This wear representsthe wear due to normal
sliding friction experiencedover the majority of the ring travel area (see fig. 8 below).
This data clearly shows that the liner wear is related to the roughness. By comparison,
the wear on the rough liners was roughly 7 to 8 times greater than the smooth liners. It
is likely that a majority of the wear was experienced in the first few hours of testing and
the increase in wear after 500 hours is expected to be quite small, especially for the
smooth surfaces (group 1 and 2).

Radial Wear @ 5%tp

pin
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3
fig. 8
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Another, possibly more reliable measurementof wear is the second ring BDC (bottom
dead center) reversal step. These stepsare relatively large and have the advantageof
being removed from the severely damaged surfacesin the combustion area.
Since the top ring TDC reversal is probably the most critical point, techniquesof
improving the reliability of this measurementare being evaluated. This may be a
worthwhile study in itself, to develop a reliable method of assessingsurface wear
resistanceafter a short test duration, ie. 192 hours.
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F - Table (Taguchi)
Factor
Rk
RvWRk
Interaction

Oil Consumption
16.9
7.67
8.19

Ring Wear
11.4
**
4.4

Liner Wear
7.1
9.9
**

Blowby
4.3
**
5.5

Note: To be significant at a 95% confidence level, F should be greater than 7.

Rho% (Percent Contribution)
Factor
Rk
RvWRk
Interaction
Error

Oil Consumption
43%
18%
20%
19%

Ring Wear
50%
**
16%
34%

Liier Wear
27%
41%
**
32%

** Designatesextremely small significance.

Fig. 17

Blowby
22%
**
30%
47%
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figure 23

